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SITT

Bean bag
Art. no.: 2-138

Description:
An innovative bean bag

SITT is a unique bean bag that lets you sit in different comfortable positions. The special design of the cover creates

stability, so it doesn’t collapse and even looks good after you’ve used it. Available in materials for outdoor and indoor

use.

Year of design: 2009

Function:
Comfy sitting experience with the option of varied sitting positions.

Stable shape so it keeps its good look after use.

Sales Arguments:
An innovative bean bag….

Some of the influences behind the SITT bean bag include contemporary architecture, and a new take on the bean bag

chair.

A special cover design makes for a stable shape, so the SITT bean bag keeps its good looks even after use. A

comfortable sitting experience with the option of varied sitting positions for relaxing, watching TV, using a laptop, etc.

Design: SUSANNE GRØNLUND
After completing her training at Danmarks Designskole, Susanne Grønlund set up her own studio 1991 and since she

has designed and developed a wide and rewarded range of products like: textiles, clothing, toys, lifestyle products,

lamps, outdoor furniture and not least furniture.

 

Common for all the new ideas is that they all take starting point in a simple and easy to grasp design style without

compromising the function and quality. Her red thread is the Scandinavian design tradition with a humorous

contemporary touch which is all combined in a continuous row of innovative ideas and projects, like beads on a string. 
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Dimensions (cm):
 Bean bag

Art. No.: 2-138

Length: 80

Depth: 130

Height: 73

Seat Height: 30

Colli: 1

Packing Dimensions: 115x83x61

Volume: 0.58 m³

Weight (net): 9.45 kg

Weight (gross): 10.10 kg

Additional Information:

Packing
Plastic foil 160 micron.

Assembly
None.

Cleaning
Brushing and vacuum-cleaning.

Removable covers for chemical dry-cleaning or to be changed.

Upholstery
Cover:

With wrapping in PU-Foam.

Polyurethane cell-foam tested acc. to Ökotex 100.

Filling:

E-polystyrene beans.

Elements
Bean bag chair
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